Everywhere™ Tables

Versatile enough to be used anywhere, Everywhere Tables possess fine lines and a refined aesthetic that complement any space. From conference tables for formal meeting rooms to coffee tables or standing-height occasional tables for more informal settings, Everywhere offers boundless flexibility, enabling any activity that requires an inviting work surface—big or small.

**Designer**
Dan Grabowski

**Benefits**
- Supports a range of activities, from studying to videoconferencing
- Nearly limitless choices make it easy to create tables that meet exact specifications
- Quick setup with modular and mobile tables

**Warranty**
12-year, 3-shift

hermanmiller.com/everywhere-tables
Key Features

1. Move and Store
   Tables with casters are easy to rearrange as needed.

2. Ganging Hardware
   Easy-to-use ganging hardware keeps tables looking neat when they're connected.

3. Power
   Surface cutouts can be specified to provide integrated power access.

Details

Family
- Work Tables
- Conference Tables
- Training Tables
- Dining Tables
- Occasional Tables

Base Types
- Post
- T-Leg
- C-Leg
- Flip-Top
- Single Column
- Single Column Occasional
- 4-Column
- 4-Column Standing

Work Surface Shapes
- Rectangle
- Square
- Round

Soft Rectangle
- Veneer
- Classoom Curve
- Conference Corner
- Round Corner
- Soft Square
- D-Shape
- Concave Rectangle
- Teardrop

Work Surface Finishes
- Laminate
- Veneer
- Formcoat

Work Surface Edges
- Square
- Thin
- Eased (Formcoat only)

Statement of Line

Rectangular Table
- Classroom Curve Table
- Soft Rectangle – Meeting Table

Flip-Top Rectangular Table
- Square Table
- Round Occasional Table

For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.
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View image library.

Materials

Click here to see our complete materials offering for Everywhere Tables.

Sustainability

Click here to see how Everywhere Tables meet your environmental goals.

Planning Ideas

View design solutions.

Design Files

View Revit families.